
Times Recon Process for AD Championship Meets 
 
The new SWIMS Times Recon Report checks the Entry Time Supplied against the SWIMS Database. 
Here is what happens; 
 

(Entries that do Not produce an Error) 
The Entry Time Supplied IS Found and IS The Best Time in the Qualification Period. 
 

(Entries that DO produce an Error) 
 

“Faster Time Found” error message 
The Entry Time Supplied IS Found and There also is a Faster Recorded time found. 
 

“No Match” error message 
The Entry Time Supplied IS NOT Found. 

SWIMS looks for a recorded best time and displays it, if available. 
 

“Swim Date Out Of Range” error message 
The Entry Time Supplied IS Found, but was not achieved in the Qualification Period. 
 SWIMS looks for a recorded time IN The Qualification Period and displays it, if available. 
 
 

When resolving the errors found, the process is as follows; 
 
1. Faster Time Found 
 For Silvers, the faster time found will automatically be used for entry. 
 Slower than cuts require the swimmer to use the best time recorded to SWIMS. 
 If the Faster time is a Gold cut, it will be highlighted in yellow and the entry removed. 
 
 For Golds, the faster time found will NOT automatically be used for entry. 
 Faster than cut meets require the entry to be Recorded to SWIMS and Qualifying. 
 Swimmer’s coach can request that the faster times found be used for entry. 
 
2. No Match 
 Entry time is NOT Recorded to SWIMS in the Qualification Period and cannot be used for entry. 
 If SWIMS finds a Recorded time, it will automatically be used for entry (if qualifying). 
 For Silvers, if the found time is a Gold cut, it will be highlighted in yellow and the entry removed. 
 If the swimmer has NO Recorded time, those entries will be removed. 
  Note: Always wait until the last Times Recon before removing any of these entries. 
 
3. Swim Date Out Of Range 
 These entries cannot be used because they were achieved outside of the Qualifying Period. 
 SWIMS looks for a best time in the Qualifying Period and displays it. 
 For Silvers, if the found time is a Gold cut, it will be highlighted in yellow and the entry removed. 
 If the swimmer has no recorded time in the Qualifying Period, the entry is removed. 
 
 
 
In all cases where the entry time is NOT found or outside of the Qualification Period and no other recorded 
time is found, these entries must be removed. They are not removed until after the last in the series of 
Times Recons has been completed and we have exhausted all options for finding a qualifying time for 
the swimmer in that event. 


